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Antiferromagnetism and phase separation in electronic models for doped transition-metal oxides
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We investigate the ground state properties of electronic models for doped transition-metal oxides. An
effective t-J like Hamiltonian is derived from the case of strong Hund coupling between the conduction
electrons and localized spins by means of the projection technique. An attractive interaction for conduction
electrons and an antiferromagnetic coupling of the localized spin are obtained. A large ratio of the attraction to
effective electron hopping, which is modulated by the spin background, will lead to the phase separation. The
antiferromagnetic phase and the phase separation appear in the case of either high or low density of electrons.
The possible relevance of the phase separation to the charge stripe phase in doped transition-metal oxides is
discussed.@S0163-1829~98!51238-6#
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The problem of doped Mott insulators has attracted m
attention because of its relevance to high temperature su
conductivity and the colossal magnetoresistance effect.
cent experiments of doped lanthanum cuperate,1 nickelate2

and manganite3 families of materials exhibit a different typ
of charge ordering and spin ordering in an extensive reg
For example, the charge and spin stripe phases were
served in La22xSrxNiO4 samples.4 Along the charge stripe
there is strong antiferromagnetic correlation. It is also sho
experimentally that the charge ordering collapses in the p
ence of an external magnetic field, which can destroy a
ferromagnetic ordering.5 Many efforts have been devoted
understand the origin of the phenomena and its intrinsic
evance to various anomalous transport properties.

In this paper, starting from an electronic model for dop
transition-metal oxides, we derive an effectivet-J like
Hamiltonian for the case of strong Hund coupling. An attra
tive interaction between conduction electrons, which is as
ciated with the antiferromagnetic correlation, is obtain
Both the attraction and electron hopping are modulated
the configuration of two localized spins on the neare
neighbor sites. A larger ratio between them will lead to t
phase separation, which is expected in terms of the idea
frustrated phase separation for the charge stripe phase.6 An
antiferromagnetic background leads to attraction betw
electrons. We find that the phase separation with elect
rich and electron-poor regimes has a lower energy than
antiferromagnetic phase with a uniform density of charge
phase diagram for the model is presented. The possible
evance to the phase separation and the charge stripe p
in doped lanthanum manganites and nickelates are also
cussed.

An electronic model to describe doped transition me
oxides is a Kondo-like lattice Hamiltonian with the stron
Hund coupling

H52t (
^ i j &,s

ci ,s
† cj ,s2JH(

i
Si•Sic , ~1!

whereci ,s
† and ci ,s are the creation and annihilation oper

tors for conduction electrons, respectively.Sic

5(s,s8ss,s8ci ,s
† ci ,s8/2 is the spin operator for the condu
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tion electron ands are the Pauli matrices.Si is the total spin
of the localized electrons at sitei . JH.0 is the Hund cou-
pling between the conduction and localized electrons. In
manganites, threet2g electrons are almost localized and for
anS53/2 spin state according to the Hund rule. Electrons
eg orbital form a conduction band.7 In the nickelate, the lo-
calized spin is justS51/2.8 In the case of a single electro
the ground state is a fully saturated ferromagnet. It is ea
for the conduction electron to move when the two localiz
spins on the nearest-neighbor sites are parallel to each o
The process may lead to metallic ferromagnetism, and
called the double exchange mechanism.9–11

Usually the Hund coupling is very large in either mang
nites or nickelates. An infiniteJH limit is often taken in these
systems, especially to investigate the double exchange fe
magnetic phase. However, in the limit, the spin of electron
completely frozen to localized spin to form anS11/2 state
due to the strong Hund coupling, and the model is reduce
a spinless fermion system without a direct electron-elect
interaction, which cannot describe the charge ordering
antiferromagnetism. We consider the large and finiteJH
(@t) case. As the strong Hund coupling forces most of el
trons to formS11/2 states with the localized spins, we w
restrict our discussion in the space, which includes only
empty and single occupancies withS11/2 state. The finite
JH effect can be regarded as the perturbation correction
the largeJH limit. The operator to project onto the space
the configurations with empty and theS11/2 states is

P5)
i

Pi5)
i

~Phi1Psi
1! , ~2!

wherePhi5(12ni ,↑)(12ni ,↓) and

Psi
15 (

s,s8
~Pi

1!ss8c̃ i ,s
† c̃i ,s8

5 (
s,s8

S Si•s1~S11!I

2S11 D
ss8

c̃ i ,s
† c̃i ,s8 .
R8877 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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The operatorc̃ i ,s
† 5(12ni ,2s)ci ,s

† rules out double occu
pancy on the same site.I is a unity matrix. Utilizing the
Schrieffer-Wolf transformation,12 a t-J like effective Hamil-
tonian is derived

He f f'2t(̂
i j &

c̄i ,s
† c̄ j ,s14v0(̂

i j &
~S̄ic•S̄jc2 1

4 n̄i n̄ j !, ~3!

where v05t2/(JHS), S̄ic5(s,s8(s)ss8c̄i ,s
† c̄i ,s8/2, and c̄i ,s

5(s8(Pi
1)ss8c̃i ,s8 . In Eq. ~3!, except for ignorance o

higher-order perturbation correction and a constant te
2NeJHS/2 ~Ne is the number of electrons!, we also neglect
three-site terms in order oft2/JHS which describe indirect
hopping process between the next-nearest-neighbor s
They are of ordert/JHS (!1) when compared with the first
direct hopping term in Eq.~3!. A detailed discussion includ
ing these terms will be published elsewhere. The phys
meaning of the operatorS̄ic is the component of electron spi
along the localized spin on the same site meanwhile the e
tron and localized spin form an spinS11/2 state. It is shown
that (2S11)S̄ic (5Si

t) is an spin operator withS11/2 if the
site is occupied by a single electron. Let us first consider
limits. WhenJH→1`, v0→0. The model is reduced to th
quantum double exchange model.13,14Expanding the dresse
operatorsc̄ in Eq. ~3!, we find a direct exchange term fo
localized spins and its effective exchange coupling is
proximately

Jde'2t(
s

^c̃ i ,s
† c̃ j ,s&/~2S11!2,

where ^¯& represents the average of the ground state.
coupling is proportional to the kinetic energy and is alwa
ferromagnetic. It reaches its minimum at quarter fillingr
51/2) and vanishes at two density limitsr50 and 1 in a
sense of the mean-field approximation. This result is con
tent with the physical picture of the double exchange fer
magnet. At half filling, which means that the number of ele
trons is equal to the number of lattice sites, each site
occupied by one electron and there is no empty site.
effective Hamiltonian~3! is reduced to an antiferromagnet
Heisenberg model with spinS11/2

HAF5
4v0

~2S11!2 (̂
i j &

~Si
t
•Sj

t2~S1 1
2 !2!. ~4!

This is consistent with rigorous results of the model~1! at
half filling for any JH that the ground state is spin singlet o
a hypercubic lattice.15 In the antiferromagnetic Heisenber
model, it is shown rigorously that the ground state posse
antiferromagnetic long-range order on a square lattice
spin 1 or higher and cubic lattice for spin 1/2 or higher16

Therefore, here asS11/2<1, we conclude that the Kond
lattice model at half-filling and with strong Hund couplin
possesses antiferromagnetic long-range order, which is c
pletely opposite to the case of low density of electrons wh
ferromagnetic correlation is predominant.

Although the physics of the two terms in the Hamiltoni
~3! is clear, the combination of the two terms makes it ve
complicated. The usualt-J model from the largeU Hubbard
model can be regarded as a specific case ofS50 with a finite
m
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v0 . Many efforts were attempted to investigate the antif
romagnetism and superconductivity. Emeryet al. proposed
that a Heisenberg antiferromagnet in at-J model is always
unstable to a phase separation at a sufficient dilute dopin17

Their conjecture is supported numerically at largerJ/t, but it
is still an open problem at smallJ/t strength.18 Nevertheless,
for the usualt-J model,J54t2/U and should be very smal
in a physical region. The localized spin inJ term is 1/2. In
our case, the spin background can modulate the electr
behavior, and localized spin can be any value. To simp
our discussion, we take the classic spin approximation
large S limit. The spin Si can be parametrized by pola
angles u i and f i and S/(2S11)'1/2. Si5SsW0i and sW0i
5(sinui cosfi ,sinui sinfi ,cosui). Except for the exchange
coupling between the conduction electron and localized s
it is believed that the antiferromagnetic exchange coupl
between the localized spinsJAFSi•Sj also plays an essentia
role in determining the phase diagram of manganites, es
cially in the region of low density of electrons. The project
operatorS̄i5PiSi Pi5SsW0i . We shall consider it in our fol-
lowing discussion. In this approach, the quantumt-J model
including the localized spin coupling is reduced to

Hrde52t(̂
i j &

ci j a i
†a j22v0(̂

i j &
sin2

Q i j

2
a i

†a ia j
†a j

1JAFS2(̂
i j &

cosQ i j , ~5!

wherea i5cosui /2c̃i ,↑1sinui /2e2 if i c̃i ,↓ ;

ci j 5cos
u i

2
cos

u j

2
1sin

u i

2
sin

u j

2
e2 i ~f i2f j !;

cosQ i j 5cosu i cosu j1sin u i sin u j cos~f i2f j !.

Q i j is the angle between the two spin unitssW0i andsW0 j and
uci j u5cos(Qij /2). a operators are for the conduction ele
trons whose spins are frozen by the localized spins on
same site, and therefore can be considered only to desc
the charge degrees of freedom. The first part ofHrde is the
usual double exchange model with a Berry phase, and
second part comes from the correction of the finiteJH . Both
the renormalized coefficientsci j of hopping terms and
sin2(Qij /2) of the density-density interaction depend on t
background of the spin configurations. Our following discu
sion will be based on the Hamiltonian~5!.

From the point of view of localized spins, the mobi
electrons favor to the ferromagnetic correlation. Howev
the finite JH as well as the direct exchange couplingJAF
tends to form antiferromagnetism. For instance, in the o
dimensional case, the effective double exchange couplin
approximately proportional to2sinrp/p. It reaches its
minimum at quarter filling and approaches to zero at two e
limits. The exchange coupling from the finiteJH is approxi-
mately proportional tor2. It is stronger than the double ex
change coupling at a higher density of electrons, but
weaker at a lower density of electrons. As far as the dir
exchange couplingJAFS2 is introduced, the double exchang
coupling is always suppressed at the two end limits of d
sity. If JAFS2 is sufficiently large, the ferromagnetic phase
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always unstable. IfJAFS2 is not sufficiently large the double
exchange ferromagnetism can survive in a finite range
doping. A possible phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1 for
chosen parameters. Asuci j u is proportional to cos(Q/2), not
cosQ for the ferromagnetic coupling, it is also possible
lead some noncollinear magnetism.11,14,19The boundaries of
phases in Fig. 1 and later in Figs. 2 and 3 are determined
comparing the ferromagnetic phase with the canted fe
magnetic phase, the spin spiral phase, the antiferromag
phase, and the phase separation in a mean-field approa

From the point of view of conduction electrons, the ho
ping of electrons is heavily dragged by the spin backgrou
The hopping is prohibited when the angleQ i j 5p. The ef-
fective interaction is also determined byQ i j as well asv0 /t.
The ratio2@2v0 sin2(Qij /2)#/@ t cos(Qij /2)# approaches to
zero whenQ50, i.e., the ferromagnetic case, and becom
divergent whenQ5p, i.e., the antiferromagnetic case. Th
consequence is quite different from the usualt-J model, in
which the ratioJ/t is fixed and is usually very small. Whe
localized spins form a fully saturated ferromagnet, the c
duction electrons are a spinless free fermion gas. Oppos
when the localized spins form an antiferromagnetic ba
ground, the attraction becomes rather strong since the

FIG. 1. The phase diagram for a square lattice atJAFS250.05.
‘‘F’’ means ferromagnetic. In that regime it is a metallic doub
exchange ferromagnet. ‘‘PS’’ means the phase separation o
antiferromagnetic background. ‘‘NF’’ is between the ferromagne
phase and phase separation. It is paramagnetic or a mixture of
noncollinear magnetism from the point of view of the mean fie
theory.

FIG. 2. The density dependence of the critical value ofJAFS2 to
the phase separation forv050.05, 0.10, and 0.02 in a square lattic
f
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ping of electrons is completely suppressed even for v
small v0 /t. Strong attraction between fermions will lead
the instability to the phase separation. When the phase s
ration occurs, the system is divided into two parts: electr
rich and electron-poor regimes. In the electron-rich regim
all electrons accumulate together andr→1. In this case, the
kinetic energy vanishes and the average energy per bon
2JAFS222v0 . In the electron-poor regime (r50), the av-
erage per bond is2JAFS2. When JAF50, the spin back-
ground of the electron-poor regime can be ferromagne
The phase separation arises in a very small regime nea
half-filling. For a finiteJAF , the spin background is antifer
romagnetic. Hence the average energy per bond for
whole system in the phase separation iseps52(JAFS2

12v0r), which is always lower than the energy in an an
ferromagnetic state with a uniform density of electrons. T
conclusion holds for any dimensional cases.20 Thus the phase
separation occurs in the antiferromagnetic background.
phase diagram in Fig. 1 shows that the phase separation
curs in the case of either high or low density of electro
Between the ferromagnetic phase and the phase separati
is a paramagnetic or noncollinear magnetic regime. T
phase diagram is in good agreement with those establis
by utilizing Monte-Carlo simulation by Yunokiet al.21 The
phase separation always occurs nearr→1 no matter how
large JAF is andv0.0 because the antiferromagnetic co
pling is always predominant in the limit. This is quiet simila
to those obtained in thet-J model in the largeS limit.22 Near
r→0, JAF will determine whether the phase separation ari
as the ferromagnetic coupling will dominate over the antif
romagnetic coupling ifJAF50. When JAFÞ0, the phase
separation can arise since the double exchange ferromag
coupling is approximately proportional to the density of ele
tron nearr50, which is always less than a constantJAF at a
sufficiently dilute doping. This is also consistent with th
numerical results.21 For a fixedv0 , the phase separation ca
occur whenJAF increases as shown in Fig. 2. Ifv0 is very
large, the phase separation can occur for anyJAF , and vice
versa. If v050, i.e., the strong Hund coupling, the pha
separation does not arise. Thus the attraction plays a dec
role in the phase separation. It is worth mentioning that e
in the paramagnetic phase the average value of attrac
potentialv0(^cosQij&21)52v0, half of that in the antiferro-

an
c
me

FIG. 3. Thev0 dependence of the energy difference, E, betwe
the charge stripe and a state with a uniform density of charge
differentJAFS2. The inset is the charge stripe phase we discuss.
black points stand for single occupancies of electrons.
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magnetic case. When the phase separation occurs, it wil
hance the antiferromagnetic coupling especially in
electron-rich regime. This agrees with experimental obse
tion that the charge stripe arises at higher temperature
the spin stripe by electron-diffraction and neutron-scatter
measurements.1

As a conclusion, we discuss possible relevances of
attraction, the phase separation, and the charge stripe p
Although the attraction could attract the electrons togethe
form an electron-rich regime, other physical mechanism
to be taken into account in order to explain the stripe beh
iors for charge and spin. Lo¨w et al. proposed the ideas o
frustrated phase separation by considering the nea
neighbor attraction and long-range Coulomb repulsion.6 Our
work provides a direct evidence that an attraction betw
electrons indeed arises from the superexchange of elec
for the finiteJH case. On the other hand, the role of hoppi
term is still unclear in forming the stripe phase. Recent
merical calculation by density-matrix renormalization gro
~DMRG! found some evidence that the stripe behaviors
n-
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st-

n
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pear in the two-dimensionalt-J model23 for a specific dopant
due to the electron hopping even without the Coulomb int
action. Our findings provide a direct mechanism for electro
to condensate along the charge stripe. For example, o
square lattice and atr52/3, a static charge stripe as show
in the inset of Fig. 3 has a lower energy than the state wit
uniform density of charge for a largerv0 . The largerJAFS2

is the lower the energy of the charge stripe is for a fixedv0 .
However the stripe state is unstable against the phase s
ration. To stabilize the stripe state, one should consider o
physical processes; for example, effect of long-range C
lomb interaction6 and noncollinear magnetism of localize
spins. In short, since the spin background modulates the e
tronic behaviors, we believe that our model~5! or its quan-
tum form ~3! is a good starting point to investigate the pha
separation, the charge ordering and spin ordering in do
transition-metal oxides.

This work was supported by a CRCG research grant at
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